In this paper an analytic fo rm.ula of Dedekind is used to compute class n urn bel's for a sample of pure cubic fields, emplo ying the National Bureau of Standards electronic computer, the SEAC. The computation is one of major magnitude, and it illustrates the usefulness of combining integral and decimal arithmetic. The class numbers obtained are of much greater magnitude than those of pure cubic fields previously studied by means of hand computer methods.
Introduction
The discovery of field with high class number 2 has become an end in itself (10) , 3 There are generally two possible procedures: One i the algebraic method, consisting, operationally, of a certain sorting of values of polynomials according to factors; the second is the analytic method, based on zeta-function residues. Th e second method is of special interest when applicable, because of the scarcity of types of field for which a usable formula emerges.
In 1900 , D edekind applied both methods to the "pure" cubic field, or the field formed by adjoining M '/J to the rationals [4] . The larges t class number h that Dedekind achieved was h = 9 for M = 91. In 1950, Cassels published a table of class numbers [1] with the larger h = 12 for M = 43, using the algebraic method. To achieve a substantially larger h it is necessary to take larger values of M. Furthermore, Dedekind's analytic formula is the simpler method to program for a machine for certain special M , namely, those that equal (8 3 + 1) /c 3 for 8 and c integers. A sample of 21 cases were run, yielding SL,{ class numbers h b etween 18 and 27, as well as other smaller ones (including the cases cited above).
As an incidental result the quadratic fields (whose relation to the pure cubic field is similar to the relation of rational numbers to the quadratic field) are studied in some numerical detail.
The computation uses a mL'{ture of integral and decimal arithmetic like the arlier work with Gom [3] , but, h ere, more fortunately, round-off provides no difficulty, even far beyond the range covered. The work was begun about July 1956 and the runs were completed November 1956 .
Dedekind's Formula
The first algebraic investigations of class number were made by Markoff [8] , but the first explicit "closed" formula for class number was derived by Dedekind . The entire numerical study undertaken 1 Present address, Department of MathematiCS, Washington University, St. Louis. Mo.
, A general background in algebraic number theory, including quadratic forms is assumed (sec [7] ).
, Figures in brackets indicate the literatnre references at the end of this paper.
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here stems from his formula , which we give without proof (in an equivalent form):
Here h is the much de ired class number of the real field R(M~{,), and e( > l) is the (often elusive) fundamental unit, which is discussed later. The function H(z) is defined for z a positive imaginary quantity (Imz>O), as the (po itive) function (2.2) where 1)(z) is the (analytic) D edekind eta-f un ction [6] . 1)(z) = exp (7riz/12) ii (l-e 'p 27rizn), (2.3) n = l and z denotes the complex conj ugate of z. The symbols WN, WR, are rather complicated and are treated in the next section, but more immediately relevant to the cubic field itself is the following fact: If 1 11 is decomposed by positive a, b, c, so that (2.4) (so that a and b ar c free of quadratic factors), then R(M~~) is generated equally well by (ab2)~'.! or (a2b)~'.! . Hence t he number pair (a,b) As a final definition,
is called the discriminant. Its sig nificanoe lies in the fact that the algebraic integers, in particular the fundamental unit e, together with the algebraic conj ugates e', ;' (the complex conjugates) satisfy
. Quadratic Field
Associated with tbe cubic field in question is the quadratic field generated by adjoining to the rationals the imaginary cube root of unity p given by (say) the positive imaginary root of The properties of the quadratic form Q(x,y) will eventually come into play. It might suffice for t he 266 (3.12) because, for all 9k" forms corresponding to conductor k , (3.13) We are now guaranteed by eq (3.12) a much more favorabl e scaling for the computation of H(w). Thus
(3.14) and K;2;exp (-7r3H) , so that tothedegreeofround-off used here, it will develop that no more than fiv e terms of tbe infinite sum (or product) are necessary, when t he reduced form is used for Q(x, y).
Units and Choice of Field
We henceforth confine ourselves to fields generated by lYP 13, where, for a positive or negative integer 8 ,
The advantage is that a very obvious unit is where MI/3 refers to the real root. A fundamental unit is clearly of the type rJ 11m , and the value of m can be ascertained in the sample treated here, by means of well-lmown results of D edekind supplemented by the lemma (compare [9] ):
LEMMA. In the notation of (2.5) , if lc > 10s, then But finally, D = 3k 2 , ~= rl /1n, whereas 7J is approximately 3s 2 from eq (4.2 ). H ence (4.5) Taking the maximum on the right when m~3, we see that the corresponding factor in parentheses arc as follows:
(the last factor being the one where m = 3, s= 1), the inequality (4 .6) is contradicted when le > 10s. Q.E .D .
The list of 21 cases is given in table 1 in order of increasing Ie. Those ca es in which the fundamental unit was known to D edekind or Cassels are denoted 4 by a "D" or "0", respectively. In the other cases, easily, k > 10s. The possibility that 7J =~2 is excluded by the fact that in these cases the class number, calculated by assuming 7J =~, will tmn out to be odd.
. Subroutines
The following number-theoretic subroutines were programed for this computation : One should bear in mind that the SEAO is a binary machine with a 44 bit word and sign bit. The numbers treated range arithmetically from -4 + 2 -42 to 4 -2-42 , i. e. , the decimal point is fixed between the second and third high-order bit. Integers are held in the low end of the register (or scaled by 2 -42) .
1. Division of two integers to produce integral quotient and integral remainder. (The builL-in division operation produced only a " d ecimal" quotient. )
The Euclidean algorithm, or solution in X, Yof sX+ tY=(s ,t). (5. 1)
3. Reduction of modules. 5 4. Multiplication of modules. 5 5. Generation of coefficients of Q(x,y) (from {A,B,C } of eq (3.6)). (3.12) . To do this we first find the minimum value of Q(:t,y) by scanning all of the finite set of points for which. Q(x,y) < Q(1,O) = A 2, or for which (5.2) If the minimum value is Q(xo ,Yo) = R, then the Euclidean algorithm generates an integral unimodular transformation of coordinates, (or finds
Transformation of coefficients of Q(x,y) under unimodular change of variables. 7. Reduction of Q(x,y) to the properly or impropelly eauivalent reduced form Q*(x,y) subject to conditions
• See heannote to table l. , Sec section 7.
a12,a22) , so that a22xo-aI2YO = 1. Thus lfi th e nm: coordinates, ( 
5.3)
Q(x,y) becomes
Q(X,y)= RX,2+ S' X'Y' + T,y, 2. (5 .4)
Now to minimize the coefficient of X'Y', all we need do is perform the transformation .7) is tested with +x and -x, where x runs from 1 to (P-1)j2. If x passes through all these values without eq (3. 7) being satisfied, then, and only then, Q is a nonresidue form .
9. The built-in " base zero" operations. These are stan dard fixed-point subroutines for input convcr ion to binary form and output conversion to decimal form, for logarithms, exponentials, sines, and cosines, among others.
. First Run. Class Numbers
The subroutin es listed earlier, taken together with the formulas and concomitant explanations, should indicate the basic program for computing h. It must be added that (binary) nonintegral quantities used, e. g., in logarithmic computations were scaled by 2 -1 4, and the final decimal value for h loglo ~ were expressed to six decimal places.
T he basic procedme is to generate tbe 9le" triples {A,B,C} in lexicographic order. For each triple we compute the corresponding form s Q and (reduced) Q*, and finally we form (and accumulate) the contributions (3.14) , resulting in the following data (in decimal form):
Input: "Oase number", a, b, le, D Output: For a nonresidue form , eq (3. 11),
R,S
• No effort WftS made to secure tbe smallest p, altbollgb tbis seems to bave bappencd accidentally in tbe lew cases spot checked. Tbe smallest prime would have req uired much more programing, altbougb the effect might bave pro'led rewarding.
For a residue form , eq (3. 7), (3 .11),
For simplicity, Rand S, which are never negative, were packed into one word, likewise x ~witb. sign removed) and p. To identify a residue form , the x, p combination was printed first, with a minus sign. The residue and nonresidue forms are omitted from the final tabulation to save space. The division h= h 10glOfjlOgiOf was performed by hand, resulting in int~gral II, to five significant figures (see table 1 ). The data from tables of D edekind and Oassels are denoted by "D" and "0", r espectively.
During the actual runs, the program was read in on wire, and the parameters were read in on teletype tape in trios of "case number", a, b. (H ere the case number was packed with identifying information to check the tape position .) The output was on teletype printer.
Th e program exhausted almost 90 0 of the 1,024 electrostatic memory spaces.
The running time varied from 3 minutes for case I to 14 hours for case XXI. A subroutine permitted the current { A,B, O } and cumulative sum of ± log H (w) to be dumped every half hour or so for rerun purposes. Almost no time went into input-output, by comparison. The v ast bulk of the time went toward the testing of the residue characLers, i. e. , toward the solut.ion or nonsolution of eq (3 .7). The problem was brought to a close a t case XXI largely because time was beginning to become prohibitive.
The SEAO has no overflow stops a t all, not even for 0/0, and no automatic error ch ecks. As a substitute for both, a test was made to see if the discriminan t of each quadrat.ic form checks with -3k 2 • In the range covered, no overflow would have occurred, barring machine errors.
Group Structure of Modules
A good deal of insight into the machinery of D edekind's formula is gained by considering the composition structure of the group of quadratic forms in the " order" of discriminant -3P. Once again, rather than summarize a well-known and lengthy theory, we shall consider the modules only in relation to the present computation.
The 
p9)e= p[A, B + Cp] = [pA, -C+ (B -C) p]
is another module leading to the same Q(x,y), as It can be shown that tile product module can be reduced to tile form [A3' B3+ C3P] wbere A3C3= k, (provided Al C1 = A 2C2= k ). This process is closely analogous to the composition of forms, or, of course the multiplication of ideals.
For the purpose of pClJorming this multiplication of modules we need two ubroutines mentioned earlier (numbers 3 and 4 of section 5).
Reduction oj modules, (from [AJ, BI + CIP, B 2+CZp] to the reduced form [A, B +Cp]).
4 . Multiplication oj modules. This is the repeated application of the earlier subroutine for tbe reduction of product (7.2) 
to [A, B + Cp].
The notation "residue" (or "nonresidue") module can now be introduced to correspond to "residue" (or "non residue") form. Dedekind has ShOvlTll that the set of residue modules forms a subgroup of index three among the set of all modules. Thus the nonresidue modules can be partition ed into co-sets 0 that all module arc of type 81, 8'1gel, m9CL where m is a variable residue and gel is a fixed nonresidue module. In the notation H (We ) for H (B + Cp/A ), we can write in accordance with (2. 1)
Now if we take precautions that once 8' 1 appears, pm
and P2m shall not appear, we have only kIf factors in numerator or denominator. Now (7.3) is very close to Dedekind's original formula. (Dedekind used quadratic forms and not modules to generate the products in (7.3).)
. Ambiguous Forms and Modules
To appreciate the relation betwcen modules and forms we must realize that not only do W, pWe, pZWC correspond to the same form but WC and WC can correspond to the same form. Here We , the conjugate module is defined by The difficulty rcally arises when 9)( = 9)c, (or p9J/ = 9)e, etc. in accordance with eq (:~.7 ). In the "general" situation, of course, the residue modules will not all be ambiguous.
. Second Run. Residue Group
A second run was undertaken to simulate more closely Dedekind's origi nal m ethod, which consisted of using the structure of Lhe residue group. The advantage in so doing is clear if we think of t.he fact that most of the computing time goes toward test.ing eq (3.7) fo1' a solution. The amount of work can be cut to about a sixth 8 if we agree to k eep the qua,dratic forms in storage so as to never test the same form twice. Because the memory had been almost exhausted by the program, magnetic tape was used for storage of forms.
The second run proceeded as follows. The machine generated the modules, testing' each in tu rn until it came Lo (say) ml, Lhe first nonresid ue module, which it put into memory . (Only Lhe intel'llal memory had been used thus far. ) Once the machine reached this point it ]'cturned Lo the beginning of the 11 t of modulcs and did two things "simultaneously": First of all, it tcsted each module whose quadratic form was not on tbe tapc and loadcd on the Lap e 9 every form that had been testcd. S('cond , the machine took thc residue module (say) j)l that had not been previously tesLed (and loadcd on. tape) and formed 9119'( loading boLh quadratic forms on tape, while it accumulatcd log H(9clj)1)-log II (j)O.
The second run led to an intcresting anay of quadratic forms which wc see in table 2. H cre R,S refer to coefficients of the l'esiduc quadratic form and R',S' refer to the corresponding non rcsiclu e quadratic form which is formed by multiplying by the module 911 as explained earlier.
Unfortunatciy, here overflow was a serious problem in the multiplication of modules, and only cases I through XVI, excluding XIV, went to completion.
The forms for which S = R or zcro obviously correspond to self-conjugate modules. iO Th e other self-conjugate modules are marked by "a", and can be spotted by the fact that the residue quadratic form and its negative do not both appear in table 2 (see footnote 9 ). 8 Unfortunately tape motion produced too much delay (as IDuch as 1 min per semch) to permit these benefits to be full y realized.
' H ere, wheneverm=Wl, p9Jl, or p'9)l, one should load both the Q for:Ol and the negative Q (for Wi) on the tape to pre,'ent hoth Q and its negative [rom appearulg as residue form s. This [act had been overlookcd and hacl to be conected by an undesirable manual intervention in the computation . 10 See lootnote to table 2.
Concluding Prospects
Th e compuLation consummated here represent one phase of what really amounts to a larger task. The computation of units should also be programed, possibly after Voronoi's algorithm [5] , so that h can be found even when M does not have the fortuitous form 8 3 + 1. The storage of the previou ly tested forms in a larger high-speed memory would, of course, have speeded up computations, but the testing of congruence (3. 7) leaves much to be desired in the direction of efficiency. To carry the grouping of modules and forms on to larger k, a double precision multiplication of modules would have to be provided. Lastly, it. would be desirable to find the class structure algebraicall y [2] , which is not altogether beyond the capacity of the SEAC.
The class struct.ures, as well as the group structures, of the modules shall be the subj ect of further theoretical investigations.
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